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Abstract :
This research addresses the theme: «The Coalition in a lawsuit between the
jurisprudence and the Jordanian civel law,»It indicates cases where each and
every one of the contestants is a prosecutor and a defendant at the same time
.It came in an introduction, six chapters and a conclusion . The introduction
focuses on the importance of the subject, the reasons for this choice, literature review and the methodology of the study. The first chapter discusses
the ruling of coalition and the scholars’ different points of view. The second
explains the terms of the coalition; the third deals with the first one to begin
deals with this coalition; the fourth discuses the quality and the form of the
oath; the fifth the impact of coalition when forcefully breaking this coalition
and so on. The sixth deals with the position of the law from the coalition.
salim-rjoub@yahoo.com
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Finally, the conclusion indicated the most important results, such that the
coalition doesn’t exist except when one of contestants is prosecutor and defendant at the same time, and that - a coalition - be in specific issues, such as
the financial trade-offs and so on.
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